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European Particle Physics Strategy Update - EPPSU

objectives, organization & schedule

assignment, contents

the Open Symposium in Granada

Briefing Book, input to be used by the European Strategy Group (ESG) 

EPPSU decision, implementation by CERN (+national labs, funding agencies)
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Introduction to ESPPU 

European Strategy for Particle Physics 2018-2020

 The European Strategy for Particle Physics is the cornerstone of Europe’s decision-making 

process for the long-term future of the field. 

 Mandated by the CERN Council, it is formed through a broad consultation of the grass-roots 

particle physics community, it actively solicits the opinions of physicists from around the world, 

and it is developed in close coordination with similar processes in the US and Japan in order to 

ensure coordination between regions and optimal use of resources globally.

 Input from global HEP community

 Open Symposium results in a Briefing book to be presented to the ESG for further deliberations
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Introduction to EPPSU 

European Strategy for Particle Physics 2018-2020

The composition of the ESG and the PPG is established by the CERN Council 5
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European Strategy for Particle Physics 2018-2020

Main document: Please prepare a pdf file containing a cover page (title, abstract, name of the contact person and his/her e-mail address) and a 

comprehensive and self-contained description of the proposed input (maximum 10 pages). This document should address (when applicable) the scientific 
context, objectives, methodology, readiness and expected challenges.

Addendum: Please also prepare a pdf file containing information on the following topics (where relevant): interested community, timeline, 

construction and operating costs, computing requirements. The name of this pdf file should be as follows: "Addendum-NN.pdf", where NN is the file-name 
of your main document.

submission themes (tracks) to which your input relates:
Large experiments and projects
National road maps
Accelerator Science and Technology
Beyond the Standard Model at colliders (present and future)
Dark matter and dark sector  (accelerator and non-accelerator dark matter, dark photons, hidden sector, axions)

Instrumentation and computing
Electroweak physics (physics of the W, Z, H bosons, of the top quark, and QED)
Flavour Physics and CP violation (quarks, charged leptons and rare processes)
Neutrino physics (accelerator and non-accelerator)
Strong interactions (perturbative and non-perturbative QCD, DIS, heavy ions)

For confidential addenda: If you wish the addendum to be treated as confidential (i.e. limited to the PPG and ESG), you should send it to the 

following email address eppsu.addenda@espace.cern.ch by 18 December 2018

160+ inputs

Input from the worldwide community
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Organization of the Symposium

 Granada Symposium:  Plenary sessions,  eight discussion sessions. 

 The parallel sessions be convened by two members of the Physics Preparatory 
Group. The sessions are organized around topics covered by the submission tracks.

more than 600 attendants

https://indico.cern.ch/event/808335/sessions/306790/#20190514

Preparation work leading up to the Open Symposium
- All inputs submitted to the EPPSU were reviewed
- EPPSU-PPG, EPPSU-ESG and ECFA initiated discussions with colleagues, 

communities,  & heads of collaborations
- ECFA initiated several European community surveys
- … 
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HEP Computing 340 minutes of presentations, discussions and debates

et. al.
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Computing – Panel Discussion

Scope

1. Knowledge, training,  career

2. HEP Computing evolution

3. Coordination of R&D

to make progress towards formulating 
constructive answers/suggestions to these 
questions, to bring forward to the EPPSU



Computing and Software for HEP

European Strategy for Particle Physics 2018-2020
The scientific outcomes of an experiment are made possible by the 

development of an efficient computing and software infrastructure

 Historically, the development of these infrastructures for particle physics has benefited 

from Moore’s law, the use of commodity hardware, and highly distributed systems.

 This, however, no longer holds true. Nowadays, the landscape of computing 

infrastructure for particle physics is rapidly changing and becoming more diverse. 

 The particle physics community faces important challenges in this area and the current 

computing and software models must evolve to meet the needs of approved and future 
experiments
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The science and technology drivers 

for software and computing in HEP

HL-LHC
Belle-II
Large n exp.s
Theory,...

Boson factories
HE e+e- colliders
Cir. hh colliders
Larger n exp.s
Theory,...

10 LHC

~10 HL-LHC
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Updates, Inputs from community, presentations and discussion at OS

Software and Computing 

Hardware and network

Data preservation & regulation

Professional development and career for CHEP scientists and trainees

R&D – project based, blue sky, …

Investment and meeting the needs

…
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Open Symposium in Granada, Spain
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Computing – evolution and current model

Simone Campana
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Computing – evolution and current model

Commodity components, distributed system (WLGC), other resources
Ian Bird
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Computing – challenges

Matthias Kasemann
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Computing – challenges + strategies

Matthias Kasemann
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Computing – R&D industry and HEP applications

Start with the detector-trigger, real time, online, AI,  + software improvement

Maria Girone
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Computing – R&D Computing Infrastructure 

Maria Girone
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Computing – R&D Software

Graeme A Stewart

R&D-improvement
Event generation
Simulation
Reconstruction-Software Triggers
Analysis

Frameworks and Integration
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Computing – R&D Software

Graeme A Stewart

sizeable and funded
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Computing – Services Ecosystem

Maria Girone
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Instrumentations and Computing

 A chapter on Instrumentation and Computing, intended for the Briefing Book 
for the European Strategy Group, has been prepared, after additional inputs and 
comments from the community have been incorporated.

 The ESG group has taken the delivery of the Briefing Book, and will work with 
CERN Council and CERN management to develop the European Strategy 
for the next cycle.

The CERN management is responsible for implementing the European Strategy for 

Particle Physics, in collaboration with the European national laboratories and 

institutes in the field

The Strategy document also acts as an important guide for the National Funding Agencies 



Instrumentations and Computing
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The Briefing Book as input to ESPPU  

Physics Briefing Book
Input for the European Strategy for Particle Physics Update 2020
available in arXiv https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.11775
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Computing and software – challenges

 Cost : Predictability of hardware cost has become difficult as the price trends are driven by 

commercial markets and the increased performance that was seen for the same amount of money 

due to Moore’s Law no longer hold

 Hardware evolution:  Computing resources are nowadays becoming increasingly 

heterogeneous, placing requirements on both the code base and on the experiment computing 

systems

 Data storage, management and preservation:  Data storage needs of future projects exceed 

the predicted capacity and affordability of the current data storage and management model.  The 

current model also does not provide the adaptability required to efficiently exploit heterogeneous 

compute infrastructures. There is also an uncertainty in the future availability of tape storage 

which could have a significant impact on the data storage capacity available to experiments. The 

tape market now depends on a single manufacturer, increasing the risk of market collapse.  Data 

preservation (reproducibility, accessibility) and Open access both lack consistent policies in the 

experiments and across the funding agencies.  This must be addressed urgently, and new 

proposals must include data management plans.  Open access is also typically not explicitly 

funded although expected by many funding agencies.

The Briefing Book 
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Computing and software – challenges

 Software challenges:  The large volume of legacy software used in particle physics re-quires  

important  improvements  in  memory  usage  and  throughput.   The  software  must also be 

upgraded to make the most efficient use of different computing platforms, e.g.to take advantage 

of increased processing power from accelerators and GPU use, tuning on CPUs, etc. The current 

legacy software also offers many opportunities for algorithmic enhancement, and should also be 

upgraded to take advantage of developments in machine learning and AI applications [ID5].

 Increasing skills gap between early career physicists and the profile needed for programming 

on new compute architectures [ID114] necessitates the needs for professional training, 

development and career opportunities for computing-software professionals [ID5,ID34, ID53, ID59, 

ID68, ID69, ID114, ID127, ID150].

As approved projects enter into operation and future projects are being developed, it is clear that 

there will be unprecedented pressure on computing resources availability for particle physics in the 

2020s.  Past experience has shown that development time-scales are long, and therefore, these 

challenges must be addressed now to maximize the scientific outputs of tomorrow

The Briefing Book 
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Computing and software – R&D

To meet the challenges, the particle physics community must invest in more skilled developers, and 

carry out carefully planned and coordinated R&D programs that will 

 Adopt new hardware

 Take advantage of industrial trends and emerging technologies, 

 Improve the software

 Position HEP computing and software for revolutionary and disruptive technologies

Nature of the R&D: a balanced portfolio that includes activities targeted at the immediate needs of 

running experiments, activities focused on addressing the needs of future experiments, and pure 

R&D activities that anticipate the use of disruptive technologies

The Briefing Book 
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Computing and software – R&D

 Tools and applications development for effective use of capacity provided by heterogeneous

 Application and data access tools development at HPC facilities and using commercial 

Clouds, which can deliver extra capacity to particle physics

 Software R&D, which is expected to provide one of the biggest opportunities to address the 

needs of the particle physics community. For the HL-LHC experiments, the software and the data 

formats will be improved to allow for more efficient processing and storage. Common software 

framework, turnkey stacks can be developed through the inter-experiment collaboration for the 

HL-LHC and future collider projects.

 Hardware infrastructure development and support. The particle physics community should 

seize the opportunity to be involved in the planning stage of future multidisciplinary research 

infrastructures, such as large HPC systems and Clouds

 Preparation and follow-up for the innovative, new technologies on the horizon, such as 

quantum computing and neuromorphic computing

The Briefing Book 
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Computing and software – Synergies and opportunities

In order to provide a sustainable future for software and computing in the field, synergies with

the experiments, other disciplines and with industry are. Having led the field of data intensive science, 

driven by the needs of the LHC and others, the subject must transition to being an important player in 

a wider ecosystem.

 Internal synergies are illustrated by the number of submissions that highlight the intention to 

leverage computing and software developments from the LHC. The diversity of development 

projects in the various LHC experiments was useful to prototype various ideas, but the transition 

to the use of common tools now the experiments are mature must continue to reduce the 

operational and development

 Synergies exist with other science disciplines. With new big astronomy projects, …

 Synergies also exist with the commercial world between commercial Cloud providers and 

individual experiments, …

The Briefing Book 
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Computing and software – Interplay between instrumentation and computing

The requirement of efficiency to extract the maximum physics potential from the available computing

resources requires an increasingly “holistic” approach to the design of experiments and their 

associated computing and software systems.

 detector design decisions design & evaluation of the detector design must include the 

computing burden as a metric  

 It would be desirable that projects view computing and software responsibilities on an 

equal footing with sub-detector responsibility. 

 Online processing moving more complex algorithmic processing into the online systems; use 

of detector electronics to do processing and data reduction at an early stage; offline-like 

reconstruction is increasingly possible in online triggering systems, with further reductions in 

the offline data volume without loss of physics performance, …

The Briefing Book 
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Computing and software – Developing and preserving knowledge and expertise

Human factors need to be carefully considered; an adequate level of development and preservation 

of expertise in computing-related R&D activities; a major change in paradigm in the community about 

computing

 Recruitment it is essential to attract brilliant young physicists to the interesting challenges of 

computing-related R&D

 Training investment in the specialized education of young physicists in the form of schools in 

scientific computing

 Expertise preservation and career opportunities recognition of these research areas in 

universities’ hiring plans, possibly exploiting synergies and potential interests with engineering 

and computing science departments, specialized and attractive grants for computing R&D, as well 

as prizes recognizing computing scientists, …

The Briefing Book 
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In the scope of EPPSU and the Briefing Book as input to EPPSU:

• Computing & Software is part of the input to EPPSU

• HEP Computing & Software is vital to the success of particle physics

• Many challenges and opportunities for HEP Computing & Software

• Place Computing & Software at the right level – planning-R&D-funding,…

• Talent recruitment, professional development and career path need real 
enhancement and investment

• Well organized/coordinated efforts to improve efficiency are critical

• Interplay with detector-DAQ – to be even smarter to reach the goals

• A balanced portfolio of R&D should be supported

Summary
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Computing – Panel Discussion Knowledge, training, career
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Computing – Panel Discussion HEP Computing evolution
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Computing – Panel Discussion Coordination of R&D
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Computing – R&D Services Ecosystem

Simone Campana


